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Abstract—The MASH project is a collaborative platform
with the aim to experiment different methods in an unknown
environment of large size. The application is a goal-planning
task in a 3D video game where runs are expensive. Moreover,
there is no prior knowledge, the decisions have unknown
semantics, observations on the environment are partial and of
big size and accomplishing the task by taking random decisions
always requires a very long run. So, solving this task is a big
challenge. In this paper, we extend Monte-Carlo Tree Search,
which has been proved very effective for applications in which
simulating is easy and fast, to contexts in which there are
only “real” expensive runs. This generic approach combines
Clustering and Monte-Carlo Tree Search.
Keywords-MASH; goal-planning; clustering; Monte-Carlo
Tree Search;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many specialized methods (e.g. in Data Mining [8] [3])
have proven the efficiency in a lot of specific domains.
Ensemble methods such as Adaboost [4] try to take advantage of each specific method by building more collaborative
approaches. In this context, the MASH project 1 was created.
The aim of this project is to create new tools for the collaborative development of large families of feature extractors
in order to start a new generation of learning software
with great prior model complexity. Targeted applications of
the project are (i) classical vision problems and (ii) goalplanning in a 3D video game and with a real robotic arm.
For those applications, features are the result of one or
several methods used to extract relevant information. The
goal-planning application starts with a given initial state,
a set of decisions and a set of methods. The state is the
environment in which the avatar (for the 3D video-game) or
the robot-arm are located. A decision is applied in order to
go from a given state to another state. When methods are
applied to a state, observations are generated. From these
observations, the best decision is selected and then applied.
A new state, a reward and an information about the final
state are generated. A final state is the situation where the
state doesn’t change anymore whatever the applied decision.
These processes are repeated from the initial state until one
1 http://mash-project.eu/wiki/index.php/About
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final state is reached. The goal is to maximize the sum of
all rewards given from an initial state to a final state.
The problem is to find best decisions in order to reach the
goal. Some algorithms such as Monte-Carlo Tree Search
[6], Nested Monte-Carlo Search [1], Rollout Classification
Policy Iteration [5] have been proposed. However, those algorithms can not be applied because either prior knowledge
about decisions, environment and/or methods are crucial,
either the complexity of the problem should be smaller (the
number of features in the observation is not too large or the
reward is informative...) either a model of the problem is
required in order to simulate it. The MASH goal-planning
problem is hard and there is no prior knowledge or model.
This paper proposes a new generic algorithm in order to
solve the goal-planning problem in the 3D video-game.
The first part presents the MASH problem, the second part
presents the algorithm and the third part presents experiments and discussions on 2 different problems and the last
part is the conclusion.
II. THE MASH APPLICATION
We propose to solve a goal-planning problem in the
3D video-game. The environment is first described, then
methods, observations, decisions and rewards. Finally, the
best solution of this problem is given.
1) Environment: The environment is a square various size
room with globally grey textures. The square room enclosed
by 4 walls, contains an avatar and 2 flags. One of the two
flags is red and the other flag is blue (See Fig. 1).
2) Methods: Methods are heuristics. More specifically, a
heuristic is an image processing operator. The heuristic is
applied on the view of the 3D avatar. 3 heuristics are used :
•
•
•

red which indicates if a pixel (an element of the view
of 3D avatar) is red or not
blue which indicates if a pixel is blue or not
identity which transforms the value of the pixel to a
gray-scale value.

Each heuristic gives around 100,000 features. In the observation, the solver ignores what heuristic provides the feature
and has no notion of heuristics.

3) Building an observation: The cumulative number of
features given by the 3 heuristics red, blue and identity are
3 × 100, 000 features but it’s too huge. In order to reduce
the size of observation space, 10,000 features are randomly
selected over the 300,000 features. The observation given to
the solver will be always made with these 10,000 features.
4) Decisions: There are 4 decisions :
• 0 (which means “go forward”)
• 1 (which means “go backward”)
• 2 (which means “turn right”)
• 3 (which means “turn left”)
Note that the solver doesn’t know the meaning of decisions.
5) Rewards:
• Hit a wall: -1
• Touch the first time the blue flag: +5
• Touch (or hit) another time the blue flag: 0
• Hit the red flag without touched the blue flag: -5
• Hit the red flag after having touched the blue flag: +10
• Else: 0.
This definition of rewards is not informative, because most
often, the avatar moves without touching anything and
receives a reward of 0.
6) Goal: A final state is reached if and only if once
having touched the blue flag, the red flag is touched. The
best cumulative reward is 15, by first touching the blue flag
and then touching the red flag without hitting wall. We can
distinguish 2 subgoals (i) touch the blue flag and then (ii)
touch the red flag.
III. T HE A LGORITHM
As it has been seen in the section II, there is no information that can help us to infer knowledge for solving
more efficiently the problem. But we can simulate several
scenarios in order to build a knowledge. After having defined
Notations, 2 pieces of knowledge built by unsupervised
methods are presented: (i) Categorization of Decisions and
(ii) Clusterization of features. Then the Policy and the
Algorithm, which uses built knowledge and learns how to
reach the goal, are shown.
A. Notations
An observation (or a state) is denoted by s. From a
given state st , the state reached after the application of
one decision on the state st is denoted by st+1 . The set
of states is denoted by S, the set of features by F , the set
of decisions by U , a feature by f and a decision by u. Let rt
the reward and f inishedt the Boolean variable which states
if the state st+1 is terminal (or final), M akeT ransition
denotes the transition function (i.e. the application of the
decision ut on the given state st ) and returns the new
state st+1 , the boolean f inishedt and the reward rt :
(st+1 , f inishedt , rt ) = M akeT ransition(st , ut ).
When a transition is applied on a state st , features of the

Figure 1. Top: 3 different views of the avatar. Bottom: Images resulting
of the application of the blue heuristic. Left: The blue flag is not seen,
no features are activated. Center: The blue flag is far, few features are
activated. Right: The blue flag is closer, more features are activated

state st are activated or deactivated. Given a state st , Fa (t)
denotes the set of active features of this state.
B. Learning a Categorization of the Decisions
At the beginning, the algorithm (or solver) has no idea of
decisions. But by doing simulations, the impact on the state
can be studied.
Formally, a decision u is :
∗
• periodic if ∃k ∈ N , ∀st ∈ S st+k = st
∗
∗
• stationary if ∀st ∈ S ∃K ∈ N , ∀j ∈ N
st+K =
st+K+j
• final if ∀st ∈ S st+1 is a final state.
with st+x the state st obtained after applying x times the
decision u.
A decision u− is the inverse of a decision u+ if st =
st+2 with (st+1 , , ) = M akeT ransition(st , u+ ) and
(st+2 , , ) = M akeT ransition(st+1 , u− ) ( denotes an
ignored information.).
First, from a given state st , we categorize a decision u
by applying it several times. Let k the number of times the
decision u has been applied.
1) A first case is to reach a final state by applying the
first time (k = 1) the decision u. The decision is
categorized as a final decision.
2) A second case is the decision has no more impact
on the state (st+k−1 ≈ st+k ). The decision u is
categorized as a stationary decision.
3) A third case is the initial state st is seen a new
time (st+k ≈ st ). The decision u is categorized as
a periodic decision.
4) A fourth case is the initial state st is seen a new time
after applying the decision u one time (k = 1) and
another decision u∗ 6= u one time, too. Decisions u
and u∗ are categorized as inverse decisions.
Pieces of information will be very useful for simulating more
efficiently.
C. Learning a Clustering of the Features
The algorithm ignores what heuristic provides the feature.
The idea is to clusterize relevant features that can help the

Function CluV o()
Let clusters a static variable containing all clusters of features.
Initialization: each cluster is composed of one feature.
for iteration in 1.. + ∞ do
ldb = GenerateN ewDatabase(iteration)
nbClus = size(clusters)
clusters = Clusterize(ldb, clusters)
if nbClus 6= size(clusters) then
nbClus = size(clusters)
else
break
end if
end for

Figure 2.
clustering).

the complete Clustering (generation of the collection +

algorithm to find goal. To solve this issue, we propose an
algorithm of clustering (Fig. 2) called CluVo for finding
correlated features. CluVo makes no assumption about the
number of clusters and is completely unsupervised (Features
are not labelled.). In the MASH problem, it corresponds
to find, optimally, 2 clusters : ”Features which come from
the blue heuristic“ and ”Features which come from the red
heuristic“.
In the clustering, we distinguish 3 parts : (i) The generation of collection (or database) of lists of features by doing
simulations - (ii) Clustering features - (iii) The Metric which
is the correlation between 2 features.
1) Simulations for the generation of the collection: For
the generation of the collection, following the number of
iterations, simulations are done differently : For the first 3
iterations, decisions are chosen randomly; but from the 4th
iteration, decisions are chosen randomly or by vote (See
Section III-D4). Given a cluster, the vote is very efficient
for finding new features but needs several updates of (4)
before to be used efficiently.
2) Clustering features: The approach of our algorithm
is hierarchical. There exist 2 variants : (i) The divisive
(or top-down) clustering [8] starts from one cluster and
gradually splits clusters. (ii) The agglomerative (or bottomup) clustering [3] starts from a set of small clusters and
then aggregates them. Because of the system of vote (4), a
bottom-up clustering is surely better. The shown algorithm
is so agglomerative. Therefore, each feature corresponds to
a cluster at the starting of the CluVo Algorithm.
3) Metric: Let ldb the collection of the list of features.
Let f 1 and f 2 two features of the set of features obtained
thanks to a uniform draw.
Let Db(f ) = {list ∈ ldb; f ∈ list} with f a feature and
Db(f 1, f 2) = Db(f 1) ∩ Db(f 2)
Let Card(X) = #X the number of elements of the set
X.
The features f 1 and f 2 are significantly present (or
correlated) if #Db(f 1, f 2)) > 5 and 3 × #Db(f 1, f 2) >=
max(#Db(f 1), #Db(f 2)).
The numbers 5 and 3 have been fixed after experiments.

Function Clusterize(ldb, lclus)
Let P C1 a static parameter fixed to 104
Let P C2 a static parameter fixed to 107
Let nbClus the number of clusters initialized to the size of ldb
nbT ry = min(max(P C1, nbClus × nbClus), P C2)
while nbT ry > 0 ∧ nbClus > 1 do
Decrement nbT ry
(f 1, f 2) = SelectT woF eatures(lclus, ldb)
Let clus1 the cluster of features to which the feature f 1 belongs
Let clus2 the cluster of features to which the feature f 2 belongs
if clus1 6= clus2 ∧ f 1 and f 2 are correlated (See Section III-C3) then
M erge(clus1, clus2, lclus)
nbClus = size(lclus)
nbT ry = min(max(P C1, nbClus × nbClus), P C2)
end if
end while
Return lclus

Figure 3. The Clustering phase. SelectT woF eatures(lclus, ldb) selects
2 features by using either the list of clusters lclus or the collection of the
list of features ldb. M erge(clus1, clus2, lclus) creates a new cluster into
the set lclus by merging clus1 and clus2 and then removes them from
the set lclus.
Function π(s)
Let ga a static variable containing a tree of goals
Let gn the current node and root the root node of ga
Let u a static variable containing the decision
Let l a static variable containing the remaining number of times that the
decision u will be repeated
if gn is root ∨ IsReached(gn, s) then
gn = ChooseN extN ode(gn)
l=0
end if
if l == 0 then
Build a new Macro-Decision (u, l)
•
u = GetDecision(s, gn)
•
l = GetM acroDecisionLength(s, u, gn)
end if
Decrement l
Return u

Figure 4. A simplified version of our Policy. The primitive GetDecision
is a function which returns a decision and GetM acroDecisionLength a
function which returns the number of times a decision should be repeated.
The function GetDecision(s, gn) returns either a final decision if the rule
of gn is GOAL F IN ISHED, either a decision by vote if some features
given by the node gn are activated in the state s, or else a decision for
exploration.

D. Policy
The Policy π(s) is the function which gives the best
decision to apply from the state s.
The best Policy should be able to go to the blue flag, first
and then to go to the red flag. In order to realize this task,
the Policy must be able to switch to the first subgoal (reach
the blue flag) to the second subgoal (reach the red flag).
1) Memory for switching subgoals: A memory is necessary so as to memorize if the blue flag has been touched or
not.
The memory is modeled by a tree 2 of subgoals called ga.
A node of the tree corresponds to a subgoal, an edge the
decision of reaching a subgoal, the root means the top of
the tree and a leaf is a node which has no next subgoal.
A node contains (i) a rule of goal (ii) a list of features to
activate (given by a cluster) with optionally, a number of
features to activate (iii) the number of simulation, (iv) the
2a

definition can be found in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree (graph theory)

cumulative reward of its last simulation and (iv) the average
of cumulative rewards. 2 rules of subgoals are defined :
• GOAL AP P ROACH reach a state whose an amount
quantity of features are activated
• GOAL F IN ISHED the next decision should lead
to a final state.
To go from a subgoal gn1 to another subgoal gn2 , a
first step (called IsReached(gn1 , st ) in Fig. 4) is to
estimate if the state st accomplishes the subgoal or
not. If the answer is positive, a second step (called
gn2 = ChooseN extN ode(gn1 ) in Fig. 4) is to choose
from the current subgoal gn1 the next subgoal to realize.
The next chosen node is the child node of gn1 which
maximizes the number of simulations.

with a probability of disc(obj, u)/disc(u), if u ∈ Uok
then return the decision u
• else return a random decision
When features have been activated, decisions can be now
chosen by using these activated features.
4) Vote for reaching a subgoal: Given a set of features,
a set of decisions and from an initial state with some active
features, a sequence of decisions which leads to the goal is
searched. A decision can activate new features or deactivate
features. Here, the goal is to activate a maximal number of
features of the set. In order to do this, the idea is that each
of active features votes for a decision which increases the
number of active features of the set.
For each couple (f, u) ∈ F × U is associated a score
score(f, u). A vote is defined by

2) Useful Macro-Decisions: A Macro-Decision [7] is
a decision repeated several times. A Macro-Decision is
modeled by the couple (u, l).
• u is the decision
• l is the number of times that the decision is repeated.
A decision can be useless because the application of the
decision on the state st has no more impact (stationary
decision), or the decision is the inverse of the last decision,
or when the avatar has made a complete turn, it doesn’t need
to continue to turn (periodic decision). The set of useful
decisions for a given state st is denoted Uok .
3) Exploration for finding a subgoal: In the MASH
application, the environment is partially observable. The
environment must be explored. But because of the size of the
environment, classical Random Search algorithm can not be
applied. Macro-decisions is a tool that can help to explore
more rapidly the environment[7]. To touch a flag, a first step
consists to find it.
To find the flag, some decisions are more useful than others (e.g. the decision to turn is good). During the exploration,
when there is no activated features in the state st and then
a given decision activates features in the state st+1 , this
decision can be considered as a good one. These decisions
can be found statistically after a lot of explorations.
In order to choose good decisions for finding a subgoal,
2 variables are defined. Let F clus a set of features

V ote(f ) = Argmaxu∈U score(f, u).

disc(F clus, u) = #{st , Fa (t) == ∅∧Fa (t+1)∩F clus 6= ∅}
(1)
disc(u) = #{st , Fa (t) == ∅ ∧ Fa (t + 1) 6= ∅}. (2)
The formulas can be updated at each simulation after a
M akeT ransition.
Then for a given node gn, the decision for exploration is
given by
• Let obj the set of features given by the node gn.
P
• one time over 1 +
u∈U disc(u), return a random
decision.

•

(3)

Let Fv (u) = {f ∈ Fa (t) ∩ F Clus, u == V ote(f )} the
set of active features of the state st belonging to a cluster
(or set of correlated features) F Clus and which vote for the
decision u.
Then, the decision by vote is given by
Argmaxu∈Uok #(Fv (u)).
We can see like this : For each decision u, we count the
number of active features which vote for the decision u. The
decision which has received the most of votes is selected.
The function score gives a cumulative number of features
of one cluster which have been activated from a sample
of states. More precisely, Let (st , u, st+1 ) the state s, the
decision u and the state st+1 obtained immediately after
applying the decision u on the state s.
Let Fa|F clus (t) the set of active features of the state st
belonging to the cluster F clus (Fa|F clus = Fa (t) ∩ F clus).
Let fa ∈ F clus an active feature of the state s. Then
X
score(fa , u) =
(#Fa|F clus (t + 1) − #Fa|F clus (t)).
st

(4)
The signification of the formula is to activate more
features in the state st+1 than activated features of the state
st .
Note that fa ∈ Fa (t) but maybe, fa ∈
/ Fa (t + 1). In this
case, the feature fa has been deactivated when the decision
u has been applied on the state st .
The function score can be updated at any moment when
a decision is applied.
E. Learning a Sequence of Goals
The categorization of decisions and the Clustering of
features are unsupervised methods, the information of the
reward has not been used. Now, for finding the goal, the
reward is used and we build the tree ga. The proposed
algorithm (Fig. 5) is a Monte-Carlo Tree Search [6] [2] on
subgoals. The algorithm is called GMCTS (Goal MonteCarlo Tree Search).

Function Gmcts(maxSimulation)
Let ga a static variable containing a tree of subgoals
Let root the root of the tree ga.
for sim in [[1; maxSimulation]] do
Let s initialized to the initial state.
(rcum , f inished, gn) = (0, f alse, root)
while f inished 6= true do
gn = ChooseN extGoal(gn)
reached = f alse
while reached 6= true ∧ f inished 6= true do
u = GetDecision(s, gn)
l = GetM acroDecisionLength(s, u, gn)
for j in 1..l do
(s, f inished, r) = M akeT ransition(s, u)
rcum = r + rcum
reached = IsReached(gn, s)
if reached ∨ f inished then
break
end if
end for{this loop is the application of the Macro-decision (u, l) on
the state s}
end while
end while
U pdateT ree(rcum , gn) {Pieces of information in a node which are
to update are : (i) the number of simulations (ii) the average of the
cumulative rewards and (iii) the cumulative reward. All nodes visited during
the simulation (going from the node gn to root) are updated.}
end for

Figure 5. Monte-Carlo Tree Search for searching goal. The argument
maxSimulation is a parameter of the GMCTS algorithm and denotes
the number of simulations which will be done to build the tree ga. Macrodecisions are used in the GMCTS algorithm.
Function ChooseN extGoal(gn)
Let P CG1 a static parameter fixed to 3
if IsLeaf (gn) then
Return ChooseN ewGoal(gn)
end if
mode = 1
if rand() mod P CG1 6= 0 then
mode = 2
end if
if rand() mod Size(Children(gn)) 6= 0 then
Return ChooseBestGoal(gn, mode)
else
Return ChooseN ewGoal(gn)
end if

Figure 6.

The Policy of GMCTS.

The policy of the GMCTS is given by the Fig. 6
Given the node gn, the function ChooseN ewGoal creates
a new child node of gn and returns it, whereas the function
ChooseBestGoal returns the child node of gn which maximizes either the average of cumulative rewards (mode 1) or
the cumulative reward of its last simulation (mode 2).
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. The optimization of a draw of letters
For the genericity, the Algorithm has been applied on
another application : optimization of a draw of letters. The
longest word is a game where a draw of 10 letters is
made and the goal is to produce the longest correct word
according to a dictionary of around 300,000 French words3 .
But, in order to have interesting draws, letters are not drawn
equiprobably. The goal is to find the best distribution of
letters in order to have draws with long correct words.
3 http://www.pallier.org/ressources/dicofr/dicofr.html

CluVo+GMCTS on Letters’Draw application - LD(20,200,10)
mean cumulative reward
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Figure 7.
Results of GMCTS on LD(20,100,10). Run 1 and Run 2
correspond to 2 runs. The mean cumulative reward corresponds to the
average length of longest words on draws of 10 letters.
CluVo+GMCTS on Letters’Draw application - LD(100,2000,10)
mean cumulative reward
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Figure 8. Results of GMCTS on LD(100,1000,10). The errorline of the
average curve is the standard deviation computed on all remaining runs.
The errorline of the curve ”One Run“ is the standard deviation computed
through 100 evaluations.

State: The state is a vector of size N bL × 26; each of
the 26 groups contains N bL features. Each feature is 0 or 1.
The state describes a distribution on words as follows: we
randomly draw 10 letters, and we start by randomly draw
a consonant - each consonant has probability proportional
to the number of 1 in its features. Then, for each letter,
we switch from vowel to consonant or from consonant to
vowel with probability 95%; and letters are drawn among
consonants or vowels with probability proportional to the
number of features at 1. The initial distribution contains each
letter one times.
Decisions: 27 decisions are possible. Each decision (except the decision ”not add”) consists in adding one letter;
the feature which is activated among the N bL corresponding
features is randomly drawn.
Reward: The reward is 0 if s is not terminal. When s is
terminal, the reward is computed as the average length of
longest words through N bDraws draws.
Terminal State: Let M al the maximal number of letters
we can add in all. A state is terminal if either M al letters
have been added either the decision of ”not add” has been
taken.
For different variants of this problem, the letter’s draw
application will be denoted LD(N bL, M al, N bDraws). A
difficulty of this testbed is that the reward is stochastic. Like
in the Mash application, we work in a setting with no prior
knowledge.
B. Results
For both applications, all tests have been made with 100
evaluations and all experiments have been exactly made with
the same algorithm. No parameter has been modified.
1) Results on draw of letters: Results of clustering is
given in Table I.

Table I
R ESULTS OF CLUSTERING ON L ETTER ’ S D RAW APPLICATION . T HE ROW
I TERATIONS IS THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OF C LUSTERING . T HE
ROW E RROR IS THE NUMBER OF RUNS WITH BAD CORRELATION ( S ).
T HE ROW I NCOMPLETE IS THE NUMBER OF RUNS WHERE THE CORRECT
NUMBER OF CLUSTERS HAS NOT BEEN FOUND . T HE ROW S UCCESS IS
THE NUMBER OF RUNS WITH COMPLETE CLUSTERING WITHOUT BAD
CORRELATION .

machine all this could be done in 10 hours, or 48 hours
on a sequential machine. The success rate of CluVo is 25%
(tested on 12 runs, and success can be detected on the fly)
and the success rate of GMCTS is 100% (i.e. the goal ”touch
the blue flag then touch the red flag“ is successfully found).
V. C ONCLUSION

Application
Nb Runs
Iterations
Error
Incomplete
Success

LD(20,200,10)
LD(100,2000,10)
43
35
between 3 and 4 3 (except one run with 4)
2
0
1
0
40/43
35/35
Table II
R ESULTS OF GMCTS ON M ASH APPLICATION . T HE COLUMN
I TERATION IS THE NUMBER OF SIMULATION OF GMCTS. AVG CR
MEANS THE AVERAGE OF CUMULATIVE REWARD . T HE OPTIMAL
CUMULATIVE REWARD IS 15. T HE LAST COLUMN S UCCESS IS THE
PERCENTAGE OF EVALUATIONS WHERE THE GOAL ” TOUCH THE BLUE
FLAG AND THEN THE RED FLAG ” HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED ( THROUGH
100 EVALUATIONS ).
Run
1

2

3

Iteration
1
10
100
1
10
100
1
10
100

AvgCR
−13.65
4.82
9.67
8.87
10.62
10.2
12.09 ± 1.06
12.64 ± 1.03
11.38 ± 1.21

Success

In this paper, we propose a generic algorithm
CluVo+GMCTS which solves a very complex task in
an unknown environment of large size. In this environment,
the semantics of decisions are unknown, there is no prior
knowledge and pure random search gives very rarely a
good solution. Our approach combines Clustering and
Monte-Carlo Tree Search. The Clustering method tries to
learn some knowledge and from those results, GMCTS tries
to find a strategy for reaching the goal. The genericity of
the Algorithm has been shown on 2 applications. In further
work, we will compare GMCTS with other algorithms such
as Nested Monte-Carlo Search adapted to goal space.
VI. ACKNOWLEDGMENT:

81%
86%
77%

Results of GMCTS are shown in Figures 7 and 8 in
which the number of iterations is the number of simulations
of the GMCTS Algorithm. The mean cumulative reward
corresponds to the average length of longest words.
2) Results on Mash application: Results of the Clustering
are : Over 12 runs, the number of runs with a bad correlation
of features has been of 9. For the 3 other runs, 2 runs
needed 5 iterations, one needed 8 iterations. At the end of
the Clustering, 2 clusters have been well found.
Results of GMCTS are presented in the Table II.
3) Discussions:
Letter’s draw optimization: The clustering works well.
Although in LD(100, 2000, 10) application, the size of the
state space is 5 times larger and the maximal length of a
simulation is 10 times bigger than in LD(20, 100, 10), the
clustering works always well and the GMCTS Algorithm
doesn’t need more simulations to converge in average. In
a similar application, the french TV game “Des Chiffres et
Des Lettres“, the longest word has in average a length of
8.12 letters (Average calculated over 275 draws). In Figures
7 and 8, best runs have very good results; their score (given
by the mean cumulative reward) reaches or exceeds a little
8.12. The score in average (around 7.5) is good, too.
Mash Application: The results are slow but stable. With
12 restarts on the clustering stage (2 hours each), we get 3
successes (which were detected as successes by heuristics
without further testing); then, GMCTS could be successful
on each of these 3 runs (8 hours each run). So on a parallel

The authors would like to thank the whole Mash team who has permitted us to
make these experiments and who has contributed to develop the algorithm through
many discussions and Olivier and Fabien Teytaud for the reading of this article.
Experiments on the application of the draw of letters presented in this paper were
carried out using the Grid’5000 experimental testbed, being developed under the
INRIA ALADDIN development action with support from CNRS, RENATER and
several Universities as well as other funding bodies (see https://www.grid5000.fr).
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